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Abstract: The correlation between personal name, language and ethnicity is a 
very complex issue, especially in such a multilingual and multiethnic area as the 
Carpathian Basin in the 17th–18th centuries. By this time the motivation behind 
the names analysed in this paper could have already faded, and national identity 
in the modern sense had not been formed yet. Thus, ethnic reconstruction must 
be based on a wide variety of linguistic and sociological elements. The aim of this 
paper is to highlight the importance of the witch trials as historical sources and the 
linguistic and ethnic situation of two areas of Transylvania through case studies.
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The correlation between personal name, language and ethnicity is a very com-
plex and problematic issue, especially in such a multilingual and multiethnic area as the 
Carpathian Basin. In this paper I present the results of my study which is based on the 
witch trials of the 17th–18th centuries from two areas of Transylvania: the historical 
Máramaros (Maramureş) county in the north (today in Romania and Ukraine) and 
the city of Segesvár (Sighişoara) and its surroundings in the south. As a control to my 
results, I used the database of the Atlas of Historical Surnames in Hungary (AHSH) 
which contains the personal names from the tax censuses from the years 1715 and 
1720 in the territory of the Hungarian Kingdom (to learn more about the database see 
N. Fodor 2013, 2015, 2018; Farkas and N. Fodor 2016).

1. The correlation between personal name, language and ethnicity
1.1. Besides the interlingual connections, names (toponyms and anthroponyms) 

of all linguistic signs and subsystems are connected the strongest to the extralingual 
culture and its changes (see Hoffmann, Rácz and Tóth 2017). As naming by human 
beings always has a motif, personal names can provide us information about the one 
who bears the name, the one who gives the name and the community that uses the 
name, as well as about their language. With the help of the names, we can discover 

1 This paper was supported by the János Bolyai Research Scolarship of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences and the National Research, Development and Innovation Office – NKFIH 
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historical knowledge and interdisciplinary correlations (e.g. between society, ecology 
and cultural history) that often lack any other sources. In many cases names are our 
only sources for the ethnic and linguistic situation of a certain territory. Researches 
with the aim of the ethnic reconstruction basing on personal names were motivated 
partially by history and partially by linguistics. However, in the case of personal names 
it is important to state that the further away we are from the time of naming, the bigger 
the chance that the direct, motivated connection between the etymological meaning, 
the linguistic form and the name bearer has disappeared (N. Fodor 2011: 99).

There is no agreement in the literature about how much the name can reflect the 
ethnicity of the name bearer at the time of the naming or during later centuries. For 
example, when a foreign person (e.g. German, Slavic) moves to a purely Hungarian 
community, there are three possible situations: a) they get a surname there; b) their 
surname is translated into the language used by the community (see Melich 1943); c) 
they get a new name with which they change their old name. Therefore, the name in 
question cannot reflect the real ethnicity of its bearer, not even at the moment of nam-
ing. A person with foreign ethnicity will not become Hungarian only because they have 
a Hungarian name – their almost certain assimilation is not complete yet. Therefore, 
the origin of names of many types that could – at first sight – indicate the ethnicity of 
the bearer undoubtedly become uncertain. As János N. Fodor (2011: 99) pointed out, 
the question of this correlation appears differently in the case of personal names of dif-
ferent origin but with similar forms. Here must be mentioned the surnames with simi-
lar sonority in different languages (e.g. Kovács ~ Kovač ‘smith’, Pintér ~ Pinter ‘cooper’); 
as regards patronyms with the same form in different languages (e.g. Ádám ~ Adam) 
(N.  Fodor 2012: 154), it is difficult to decide from which language these surnames 
originated exactly. And surnames of ethnonymical origin (e.g. Horvát ‘Croatian’, Német 
‘German’, Török ‘Turkish’) can also be just as tricky.

During the contact, coexistence and mixing of different ethnicities, a large quan-
tity of names of ethnonymic origin appeared (Farkas 2013b: 508), but since that time 
name bearers could have easily assimilated into other ethnicities. It is also possible 
that a name bearer had never belonged to the ethnicity that is indicated by the eth-
nonym in question. The person just lived among them, had a contact with them or 
had similar inner or external attributions. Moreover, if we do not take into account the 
meaning of the name, only its linguistic form, we have to be aware that the name pro-
vides information primarily about the naming community and its language, not about 
the bearer (Farkas 2013a: 130). For example, the person with the Hungarian name 
Német ‘German’ does not belong undoubtedly to the Hungarian ethnicity and has the 
Hungarian language as their mother tongue.

To these uncertain types belong also the names of toponymic origin. In the 
document of a trial from Máramaros (Maramureş) county we can find the surname 
Kabalapataki (MBF 4: 76). Kabalapataka was originally a Romanian village in the 
county, very close to Máramarossziget (Sighetu Marmaţiei), a city with Hungarian 
majority at the time. The person who left the village for the city was named by the 
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Hungarian community using the toponym of his late residency and the Hungarian –i 
formant. At this point, he had a Hungarian name but did not belong to the Hungarian 
ethnicity yet. However, in 1714 a person named Gregorius Kabalapataki (MBF 4: 76) 
was mentioned in the text as a Hungarian nobleman. Nobility in Transylvania was a 
crucial point – it was much more important than the original ethnicity or language of 
the person (Bélay 1943: 115).

1.2. The 17th and 18th centuries meant a transitional period between the emer-
gence and fixation of the set of naturally formed surnames (14th–15th centuries) and 
the emergence of the set of artificially formed surnames (19th–20th centuries) in the 
Carpathian Basin (for a general overview of the Hungarian surname stock see Slíz 
2017). By this time the motivation behind the naming could likely have faded, thus 
we must make a difference between the generations that bore the name directly after 
the act of naming and the generations that bore the name in later centuries (N. Fodor 
2012: 153). Namely, it is possible that while the name was inherited in an unchanged 
form, its bearers have already assimilated into another ethnicity, but it is also possible 
that while the name had changed, the identity of the bearers remained the same.

It is also important to state that the concept of identity in the 17th–18th centu-
ries cannot be equaled with national identity in the modern sense, and national affilia-
tion was very plastic (Bagdi and Demeter 2004: 368). We can rather talk about ethnic 
identity or group identity. According to this concept, every ethnic group possesses a 
certain amount of common cultural signs that define them and differentiate them from 
other ethnic groups that possess other signs. Thus, group identity is formed by means 
of self-determination against a culturally different group which demands regular con-
tact between the groups in question (Eriksen 2002: 12).

1.3. It is clear now that ethnic reconstruction cannot be based on only one 
criterion, like the surname; we must measure several, often contradictory angles 
(Szentgyörgyi 2012: 134) in a complex onomasociological research that could be 
based on the surname, the forename, the language used by the name bearer, the place 
of residence, the community and its language, the confessed identity and the religious 
affiliation.

2. Witch trials as sources
2.1. For such a research, witch trials are exceptionally rich materials. By the 17th–

18th centuries they were legal proceedings which did not include the Church anymore. 
The prosecution referred to everyday problems, misgivings, conflicts, diseases and 
death of the common people, rarely fed on the mythology, and soon became an instru-
ment for intolerance and vengeance in the communities (Klaniczay 1990: 276–278). 
Therefore, the phrase witch trial is a collective phrase for legal documents that are not 
unified by themes or genres. However, all the documents have in common that the 
personal data of the affected persons (age, family status, residency, social status, profes-
sion) and the testimonies of the witnesses (in first person singular or third person sin-
gular) were accurately documented. This was important in order to be identifiable later. 
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Thus, these testimonies are transcriptions of the spoken language from the 17th–18th 
centuries and are highly suitable for diachronic linguistic research – especially for eth-
nic reconstruction and for the examination of the correlation between personal name, 
language and ethnicity, as well as for mapping the habits of language usage in the exam-
ined territories (e.g. of the linguistic borders of the historical Hungarian Kingdom) and 
for observing the potential individual or communal multilingualism.

The formal parts of the texts like the place, the date, the circumstances, the per-
sonal data of the participant and the prosecution were written in Latin, as well as some 
legal terms such as the role of the persons in the prosecution (testis, incatta, jurata 
examina fatetur etc.), the term De eo utrum? introducing the questions asked to the wit-
nesses and the names of the nobles and the officials. This comes as no surprise, as Latin 
was the official language of the Habsburg Empire. The name order in the texts also 
follows the Latin model, i.e. a reversed order of Hungarian names (surname + given 
name order), and the forenames were indicated in their Latin form. Unfortunately, this 
habit limits the usability of the forenames for ethnic reconstruction, but also increases 
the importance of testimonies in case of any mention of personal names because they 
show the forms used by the community in everyday references.

2.2. According to law, the witnesses had the right to use their first language to 
testify during the prosecution. However, this can become problematic in the case of 
the trials held in multilingual territories and communities. For example, when a bilin-
gual person, who could speak German and Hungarian too, was asked a question in 
German, they could easily answer in German, but this does not mean that German 
was their mother tongue. Because of this the possibility for the identification of the 
actual mother tongue is limited to a few cases, such as when the formal part of the text 
indicates it. Also noteworthy are the multilingual documents in which there are dif-
ferent testimonies written in different languages and the prayers, spells, superstitious 
monologues, last words or testimonies under torture. These are situations when people 
typically use their mother tongue.

These cases confirm that the testimonies were transcripted by the clerks in the 
same language in which the witnesses chose to testify. Further evidence can be the 
multilingual documents in which the witnesses use more than one language to speak, 
testimonies documented in the first person singular, quotes in the first person singu-
lar (which could be the words of the witness or of the one against whom they testi-
fied) and the so-called “verbal sins”, meaning swearing and cursing. These were mostly 
accompanied by apologies (salva venia, salvo cum honore) by the clerks, indicating that 
the vulgar phrases were said by the witnesses and had nothing to do with them. The 
lexical and phraseological diversity of these phrases can also corroborate the credibility 
of the documents (B. Kovács 2002: 226).

The swearing and cursing were said in the mother tongue of the speaker or in 
a language that could be understood by the person whom the speaker intended to 
offend. Thus, this fact provides information about the language usage, the knowledge 
of languages and perhaps the bilingualism of the speaker.
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Moreover, further conclusions – regarding the knowledge of languages of the 
people participating in a trial – can be drawn upon studying the content of the testimo-
nies. They help us discover the relationships and everyday conflicts between the wit-
nesses and other people mentioned. As noted above, the residency of a person, as well 
as the community and its language are important elements in an ethnic reconstruction.

2.3. As sources for the documents, I used the Segesvári boszorkányperek. 
Schäßburger Hexenprozesse. (SH), edited by E. Hagenthurn, and the fourth volume 
of A magyarországi boszorkányság forrásai (MBF), edited by J. Bessenyei and P. Tóth 
G. For the etymological classification of the family names, I used the database of the 
AHSH and the following surname dictionaries: Régi magyar családnevek szótára XVI–
XVII. század (Kázmér 1993), Die deutschen Familiennamen (Heintze and Castorbi 
1993), Familiennamenbuch (Naumann 1987), Deutsches Namenlexikon (Bahlow 
1967), Dicţionar onomastic românesc (DOR).

3. Witch trials in Transylvania
3.1. From the model mentioned above, we can observe some differences in the 

witch trials of Transylvania and also a major importance of the formal multilingualism 
in the documents which can provide information indirectly about the knowledge of 
languages of the clerks and also about the linguistic – and therefore ethnic – situation 
of the territory in question.

3.2. The reconstruction of the ethnic situation in Máramaros (Maramureş) 
county could be possible only by mean of different censuses. The Hungarian conquest 
left the area intact and the settlement of the Hungarian population started only from 
the 13th century alongside with the Saxons who soon assimilated into the Hungarian 
ethnicity (Bélay 1943: 10, 13). The Slavic ethnicity probably lived here before the 
arrival of the Hungarians, but a major settlement can be dated from the 14th century. 
In this period the Romanian and the Rusin ethnicity cannot be distinguished, as the 
Hungarian word oláh (i.e. the ethnonym historically used for denoting the Romanians) 
was used with the meaning ‘shepherd’, not referring to a certain ethnicity (Bélay 1943: 
11, 15–16). From the 17th century the Rusin population increased massively and 
gained majority in the county, followed by the Romanians. The Hungarian ethnicity 
lived in bigger blocks in the five privileged cities founded on royal lands: Huszt (Хуст), 
Visk (Вишково) Técső (Тячів), Máramaros (Maramureş), Sziget (Sighetu). Later, 
more and more Rusins and Romanians, then Jews settled in the cities, especially in 
Sziget (Sighetu) (Bélay 1943: 13, 111–113).

The curiosity of the documents from the county is that they use the Hungarian 
language exclusively even in the formal parts of the texts with minimal Latin phrases, 
and all the testimonies were transcripted in the first person singular. This habit can show 
the impact of the Transylvanian Principality (1550–1690) to which the territory of the 
county belonged. The official language of the Principality was Hungarian (B. Gergely 
2002: 187); thus, the clerks were expected to speak the language. Further possible 
motivations behind this could be that the trials I studied were held in Máramarossziget 
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(Sighetu Marmaţiei) and the especially high number of nobles in the county – as men-
tioned above, nobility meant an immediate assimilation into the Hungarian ethnicity.

3.2.1. But even the monolingual trials can be a good example for group identity 
and the integration of the German ethnicity into the Hungarian one in the county. 
In the case of Fejér Mátyásné from 1714 Franciscus Poncz, a person with a surname of 
German origin mentioned in his testimony a German person who was with him when 
Franciscus Poncz had an argument with the accused: “[…] fa szedni járván némettel...”2 
(MBF 4: 42). He did not mention the name of the German, thus we can assume that 
this person did not belong to the community. The word German could mean a person 
of German ethnicity, a stranger to the community or someone who speaks German or 
a foreign language. This is unsettled but it is certain that Franciscus Poncz distinguished 
himself from the person mentioned and did not consider himself as a German what-
ever the word meant for him.

The accused, Fehér Mátyásné3, also mentioned a German person who could mean 
a possible threat for another member of the Poncz family, Stephanus Poncz. She was 
quoted in the first person singular by Joannes Kulcsár: “Várd meg, mert rád viszem az 
németet!”4 (MBF 4: 47). Thus, Fehér Mátyásné did not consider Stephanus Poncz a 
German either – again, whatever the word meant for her.

The trials can provide an outline of the social network of the community: every 
member of the Poncz family who testified used the Hungarian language and every mar-
ried member of the family was married to a person with a surname of Hungarian origin 
who also used the Hungarian language to testify (Table 1).

Table 1. The language used by the members of the Poncz family and their spouses
Name Language Spouse Language
Franciscus Poncz Hungarian – –
Stephanus Poncz Hungarian Sára Lakatos Hungarian
Joannes Poncz – Hana Panda Hungarian
Poncz Mihály – Anna Nagy Hungarian
Gaspari Poncz – Mária Kovács Hungarian
Helen Poncz Hungarian Nicolai Hatvanj alias Daru –

It is also important to investigate the testimonies: the name of Poncz Mihály was 
written in the Hungarian name order and his forename in Hungarian form. He was 
mentioned by Mária Kovács, the wife of Gaspari Poncz, thus he was known with this 
name form in the community (MBF 4: 45). We also know from the documents that his 
wife, Anna Nagy, was a noblewoman (MBF 4: 58, 66). Moreover, Helen Poncz was also 

2 Translation by K. H.: “[…]as picking wood with the German...”
3 The Hungarian suffix -né (derived from the word nő ‘woman’) is used to form the married 

name for women. It can be attached to the whole name (surname + given name) or only to the 
surname of the husband.

4 “Wait for it, because I will bring the German on you!”
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mentioned as a noblewoman (MBF 4: 61), and her husband, Nicolai Hatvanj, received 
the Hungarian nickname Daru (‘crane’) from the Hungarian community, in addition 
to his surname of Hungarian origin (MBF 4: 61). Therefore, the members of the Poncz 
family spoke Hungarian, lived in the Hungarian community, formed a tight part of it 
and used their names according to the linguistic structure of the Hungarian language 
during their everyday life. We can ascertain that by the time of the trial they had already 
belonged to the Hungarian ethnicity – or at least were considered as Hungarians.

3.2.2. The same trial can inform us about the connection between the Hungarian 
and the Romanian and Rusin ethnicities. Elisabetha Tálas, wife of Dési Joannis (MBF 4: 
49, 76), who accused Fejér Mátyásné of witchcraft, mentioned in her testimony a vlach 
woman named Anucza, wife of Vlasin Sofrony, who helped her husband and cured 
him after Fejér Mátyásné cursed him for accusing her: “egy Sofrony nevű oláh asszony 
gyógyította meg…”5 (MBF 4: 49). Anucza was immediately accused of witchcraft and 
her trial began later that year. The documents do not contain a direct testimony from 
her, but she was quoted by three witnesses in Hungarian, two of them quoted her in 
the first person singular. One of them was Elisabetha Tálas: “Láttad-é, Erzsók, én most 
Istenért cselekedtem veled, mivel láttam, hogy búsulsz uradon!”6 (MBF 4: 76). The 
other one is Elisabetha Nagy, wife of Franciscus Kádár. She quoted the words of Anucza 
told to Csiszár Mihályné: “[...] én egyéb mesterséget nem tudok, hanem az csillagokból 
nézem...”7 (MBF 4: 73). The same words were repeated by Catalina Bökényi, wife of 
Paulus Munkácsi, in the third person singular (MBF 4: 73). Therefore, Anucza undoubt-
edly spoke Hungarian, but there are no notes about her knowledge of Romanian or of 
any Slavic language. Her ethnicity cannot be identified certainly because of the sev-
eral possible interpretations of the word oláh (‘vlach’). By the 18th century, it did not 
exclusively mean ‘Romanian’, it could also refer to an Eastern Christian person (see 
EWUng). Thus, Anucza could be Romanian or Rusin, but it is certain that she was not 
Hungarian, as the Hungarian population belonged to the Western Christian Churches.

3.2.3. Table 2 shows all the surnames according to their origin as it was docu-
mented in the trials from Máramarossziget (Sighetu Marmaţiei). We can see that 
Hungarian surnames make up the majority (more than 90%), and there are only a few 
surnames of Romanian, Slavic and German origin. It also shows that the trials used 
only the Hungarian language. It is interesting that the Romanian language is missing 
not only from the trials from Máramaros (Maramureş) county, but from any currently 
known trial. Several reasons can be behind this: e.g. a special legal practice in the case of 
the Romanian ethnicity, the status of the Romanian language, but most likely the situ-
ation of the Romanian writing system at the time (for details see N. Fodor 2015). The 
last columns contain information from the database of AHSH with the surnames of the 
1720 census from the city. It shows almost the same percentages as the trials as regards 

5 “A vlach woman named Sofrony cured him…”
6 “Did you see, Erzsók, I acted with you for God now as I saw that you were sad about your 

husband!”
7 “[…] I do not know any other profession, but I see from the stars…”
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the etymons of the surnames. It confirms the Hungarian majority in the city with some 
inhabitants of other ethnicities.

Table 2. The surnames collected according to their language of origin and the languages 
used in the witch trials from Máramarossziget (Sighetu Marmaţiei)

Origin of 
surnames

Number of 
surnames

Language used in testimonies

AHSH (1720) 
Márama‑
rossziget 
(Sighetu 

Marmaţiei)

Ger‑
man

Hungar‑
ian Slavic Roma‑

nian
No 

testimony
Number of 
surnames

German 6 (1.76%) 0 (0%) 4 (80%) 0 
(0%) 0 (0%) 2 (20%) 5 (6.17%)

Hungarian 258 
(90.85%) 0 (0%) 168 

(65.12%)
0 

(0%) 0 (0%) 90 
(34.88%) 72 (88.89%)

Slavic 10 (3.52%) 0 (0%) 6 (60%) 0 
(0%) 0 (0%) 4 (40%) 3 (3.70%)

Romanian 3 (1.06%) 0 (0%) 1 
(33.33%)

0 
(0%) 0 (0%) 2 

(66.67%) 1 (0.86%)

Unknown 8 (2.82%) 0 (0%) 6 (75%) 0 
(0%) 0 (0%) 2 (25%) 0 (0%)

In total 284 
(100%) 0 (0%) 185 

(65.14%)
0 

(0%) 0 (0%) 99 
(35.86%) 81 (100%)

3.3. The ethnic situation of Segesvár (Sighişoara) and its bigger (administrative) 
surroundings, Nagy-Küküllő (Târnava Mare) county, is also uncertain. The Hungarian 
ethnicity was a minority, followed by the Slavic ethnicity, while the majority of the 
population consisted of Saxons who came to the Carpathian Basin with many other 
German speaking peoples from the 12th century and settled down in Transylvania 
(Mollay 1982: 86).

As for the formal multilingualism, the trials from this area contain bilingual texts 
but the dominant language is German. It also appears in the formal parts of the texts, 
especially in the statement of prosecution and the verdict. High German was an official 
language of the Chancellery as a result of the impact of the tight connections with the 
Habsburg Empire; thus, the clerks were expected to speak both German and Latin. 
They also had to be able to transcribe the testimonies given in Hungarian and the local 
Saxon dialects. That is why Hagenthurn (SH: 14–15) assumes that the clerks were 
locals, native speakers of these dialects who learned German, Hungarian and Latin in 
different Transylvanian and Hungarian schools.

3.3.1. As mentioned above, the multilingual trials and the testimonies in which the 
witnesses used more than one language are proofs for the identification of the mother 
tongue of the speakers and their knowledge of languages. In Segesvár (Sighişoara), 
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there are some documents of this kind: in 1670 Dorothea Ilyes, wife of Johannes Ilyes 
alias Scheffters, was accused of witchcraft (SH: 45–55). Hagenthurn (SH: 252) noted 
her as a German woman, although the surname of her husband is of Hungarian origin 
with a German nickname possibly meaning ‘shepherd’. During the trial 20 witnesses 
testified – 18 of them had surnames of German origin and spoke German, while 2 
of them had surnames of Hungarian origin: one testified in German and the other in 
Hungarian. All were connected to Dorothea Ilyes, but she did not testify during the 
trial and no one quoted her either. However, she survived the prosecution and in 1684 
testified against Barbara Dobos, wife of Martin Dobos (the surname of the husband is 
of Hungarian origin), only this time she appears as Dorothea Schiffter, wife of Johannes 
Shiffter (SH: 101) – both of them bearing the former German nickname of the hus-
band. She testified in German, but quoted Barbara Dobos in German and Hungarian 
(underlined) as well: 

[…] da wurff Sie die Latern für uns nieder und sagt: No, mein stundt ist kommen[n], 
lieff also die Gaaß 4. oder 5. Schritt beӱm Spitthal hinab, undt verschwieg für uns, da 
sagt mein Mann, es gehet Sie recht wie man Pflecht zu reden: Szász kerekegyel[?]; wir 
wießen nicht wohin Sie bekomme[n] ist8 (SH: 101).

Another witness, Mechel Pulvermacher, with the surname of German origin testi-
fied in German and also quoted Barbara Dobos in both languages: 

[…] Sie aber fragt, wi macht ihr greifft ihr daran? Ich sagte: Nein: Sie sagt darauff: es 
ist gutt, denn ich habe es gehöret, es seӱ nicht gutt daß man an solches greiffe so die Truden 
zu hände[n] habe[n]. Item Sagte Sie zu mir beӱ meinem Tisch: die Leüte sagen ich seӱ ein 
Trudt, de nész Szememb[e], ha vagyok Boszorkány, vagy nem?9 (SB: 101).

Therefore, we can assume that both witnesses and the accused were bilingual and 
they mixed the two linguistic codes during their conversations. It is also highly possible 
that the whole community was bilingual.

3.3.2. Table 3 shows all the surnames according to their origin as it was docu-
mented in the trials from Segesvár (Sighişoara) and its surroundings. More than the 
90% of the surnames are of German origin and more than half of the testimonies were 
given in German. Only a few surnames of Hungarian and Slavic origin appeared and 
only five Hungarian sentences. This indicates that the prosecution included mostly the 
Saxon community, which however was connected to the Hungarians.

8 “[…] then she threw the lantern to us and said: well, my time has come, she ran to the forth 
or fifth alley, walked by the poorhouse and hid from us, there my husband said that she went to 
the right as one [?]: Saxon turn; we do not know where she went.”

9 “[…] But she asked if they captured her. I said: No. Then she said: This is good, because I 
heard that it would not be good that one would capture one like that so the witches would be in their 
hands. She also said to me by my table, people say I am a witch, but look into my eyes if I am a witch 
or not.”
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Table 3. The surnames collected according to their language of origin as recorded in the 
witch trials from Segesvár (Sighişoara) and its surroundings
Origin of 
surnames

Number of surnames Language used in testimonies
German Hungarian No testimony

German 609 (93,12%) 320 (52,55%) 4 (0,66%) 289 (47,46%)
Hungarian 23 (3,52%) 11 (47,83%) 1 (4,35%) 13 (56,52%)
Slavic 4 (0,61%) 2 (50%) 0 (0%) 2 (50%)
Unknown 18 (2,75%) 7 (38,89%) 0 (0%) 11 (47,83%)
In total 654 (100%) 340 (51,99%) 5 (0,76%) 315 (48,17%)

According to the theory of Csilla Bartha (2005: 58), the contact between two 
ethnic or linguistic groups can be pictured alongside a scale. At one end, the two 
groups do not intercommunicate with each other, and at the other end the contact 
between the groups extends to every field of their lives. According to the trials, the 
situation in Segesvár (Sighişoara) could be placed in the middle of the scale, where one 
part of the community is bilingual, indicating a close relationship between the groups, 
and another part is monolingual, indicating limited or no contact between the groups.

4. Summary
The witch trials from these two areas of Transylvania were only case studies. They 

cannot paint a general picture of the linguistic and ethnic situation of Transylvania as 
a whole, but they can highlight that the ethnic reconstruction cannot be based only on 
the surnames recorded, it must consider other elements such as people’s forenames, 
as well as the language or the religious affiliation among many others, while we must 
also be aware of the geographical, historical and sociological factors. In Máramaros 
(Maramureş) county, we could observe the absolute dominance of the Hungarian lan-
guage in the city of Máramarossziget (Sighetu Marmaţiei), and in Segesvár (Sighişoara) 
the trials showed the bilingualism of the community with Saxon majority. I believe 
that the accurate study of the witch trials can help us expand our knowledge about the 
ethnically and linguistically colourful Carpathian Basin and understand the linguistic 
working mechanism of the society and the administration.
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